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 MLS measurements during 2004-2008 shows a strong annual 
variability of CO in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere 
(UTLS)[4]. 
 However, MLS measurements show the biennial variation of 
HCN and CH3CN in the UTLS[3]. 
 Use a 3-D global chemical transport model (CTM) GEOS-Chem[1]

to study the relative importance of surface emissions and 
atmospheric transport.  

1. Motivations

2x2.5 degree grid and 47 vertical levels 
Driven by the assimilated meteorology from the Goddard Earth 
Observing System (GEOS) 
Including: monthly mean biomass burning emissions from Global Fire 
Emissions Database Version 2 (GFEDv2)[5]; anthropogenic (fossil fuel 
burning) emissions from GEIA/Piccot inventory; biofuel burning emissions 
from the Transport and Chemical Evolution Over the Pacific (TRACE-P) 
aircraft mission
HCN experiment:
Sources: biomass burning emissions; biofuel burning emissions; yield of 
chemical reaction CH3CN+OH
Sinks: ocean uptakes; chemical reaction HCN+OH
CH3CN experiment:
Sources: biomass burning emissions; biofuel burning emissions
Sinks: ocean uptakes; chemical reaction CH3CN+OH
Tagged CO experiment:
Sources: biomass burning emissions; fossil fuel burning emissions; biofuel 
burning emissions; CH4; isoprene; monoterpenes; methanol; acetone
Sinks: chemical reaction with OH

3. GEOS-Chem and experiment

2. Biomass burning emissions : CO
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 the tropical biomass 
burning emissions explain 
mostly the inter-annual 
variation of HCN in UTLS[2].
 the burning seasons over 
S. America and IND+AUS 
play a more important role. 
 In the mid and upper 
stratosphere, atmospheric 
dynamics progressively 
exerts more influence.
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 Model CH3CN shows similar biennial variations in the 
UTLS over tropics as HCN. 

 It indicates that the tropical biomass burning emissions 
may still play a key role influencing the inter-annual variation. 
The model suggests that the burning seasons IND+AUS have 
more controlling on the CH3CN variability in the UTLS. 

 Unlike HCN, the emissions in S. America are negligible 
while the emissions in N. Africa start to exert more 
influencing on the CH3CN inter-annual variations in the 
stratosphere.

Model simulated CO shows a rather 
seasonal cycle instead of an apparent 
inter-annual cycle. This might be due 
to its shorter life time. 

The role of biomass burning emissions 
and atmospheric dynamics influencing 
the CO variability in the UTLS over 
tropics  is still under investigation.

Model CO tape recorder 

GFEDv2 data shows high emissions from tropical regions and Asia. 
All burning regions except Africa shows somehow inter-annual 
variations. 
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